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Chapter 1 : â€ŽAce Ventura: Pet Detective on iTunes
Ace Ventura, Pet Detective, returns from a spiritual quest to investigate the disappearance of a rare white bat, the
sacred animal of a tribe in Africa.

Ace Ventura[ edit ] [trying to figure out the connection between Lt. Einhorn is a MAN! Dialogue[ edit ] [Ace
has come home with food for himself and his animals when his landlord, Mr. Shickadance, comes from behind
him. Never mind the wisecracks, Ventura. Shickadance, I told you. Some rich guy lost it and is offering a huge
reward. I heard animals in there, Ventura. I heard them again this morning, scratching around. I never bring
my work home with me, sir. Now how you gonna solve that one? Why, you- [tries to attack Ace, but he
misses] Ace: This is not the time, Ace. My hands are totally tied. Roger Podactor, meet Ace Ventura. Oh,
yeah, the bitch. Pekingese, hyperactive, lost in Highland Park area. She was half-dead when I found her. What
the hell is he doing here? I came to confess. I was the second gunman on the grassy knoll. Oh, there is just The
scream she heard came from inside the apartment before he was thrown over the balcony, and the murderer
closed the door before he left. Can ya feel that, buddy? This house is clear. Who is he, a friend? No, this
is--this is my date. Well, does he have a name, or should I call him "lawyer"? No, this is Ace. Pleasure to meet
you Mr. Camp, and congratulations on all your success. I was just telling Melissa that one of the first things
we learned back at Stanford Law was the modern proliferation of food poisoning claims against wealthy
private homeowners. In fact, if one were so inclined, one could make quite a lucrative law practice with little
else. How is everyone feeling tonight? What do you know about Ray Finkle? Are you another one of them
Hard Copy guys? He held the ball wrong, remember?! Come on, look at the guy! Put your guns down or this
cop gets it. Fiction can be fun! But I find the reference section much more enlightening. What the hell are you
talking about? Would a real woman have to wear one of these? But tell me this But I doubt very much if he
could find the time during his Would you excuse me for just one second? Marino, has just brought some new
evidence to my attention. Now, history has certainly shown that even the most intuitive criminal investigator
can be wrong from time to time. But if I am mistaken He found Captain Winky!! Be sure to tip your waitress.
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Chapter 2 : Ace Ventura: Pet Detective Watch Online Free - Movies
Ace Ventura: Pet Detective is a American comedy film starring Jim Carrey as Ace Ventura, an animal detective who is
tasked with finding the abducted dolphin who is the mascot of the US football team Miami Dolphins.

Pet Detective is a Comedy film. It would gain a sequel, When Nature Calls. As he makes his way to his target
location he carries a fragile package and carelessly tosses it around for fun. Once arrived, he knocks at the
door and poses the package to the Gruff Man who opens. While the man signs for the package, Ace asks to pet
his dog at the door and then tells the man the rest of the signing can be taken care of and leaves. Within exiting
the building, Ace races to his car as the man notices his dog is still at the door. Ace had hidden the real dog in
his uniform and makes it to his vehicle. Ventura shakes the man off and heads to the rightful owner to claim a
reward. He asks for a multitude of things, but the owner seductively pays him with a blowjob, which he does
not argue with her doing. Shickadance, who claims Ace keeps dozens of different animals in his apartment.
Ace then invites him inside the apartment to prove there are no animals. Once gone, Ace calls the animals
from their hiding spots. During his hunt of the albino pigeon, Ace gets hired to find Snowflake as well. When
cockiness blinds Ace, he goes to feed the dolphin and out of sheer surprise learns that the tank was holding a
shark instead. After surviving an attack from the shark, he returns to the party soaked and clothes shredded
saying it was a plumbing issue. Camp walks Melissa and Ace outside, apologizing for the escapade and
extending a handshake, Ace grabs his hand to glance at the very type of ring he had been searching for. Ace
explains his plan to Melissa as they head to her place, now excluding Ronald Camp as a suspect. Ace tracks
down the players in a team photo and sees their ring, but is dismayed to find every ring intact. However, Ace
proves it was a murder, embarrassing the police and infuriating Einhorn. After researching for NFL receipts,
Ace comes across a more recent team photo which uncovers a new lead involving a former Dolphins player
named Ray Finkle, who also owned a ring but did not appear in the old team photo due to being added during
midseason. Enamored by his detective prowess, Melissa finds herself unable to resist Ace and they have sex
more than four times, to her amazement, while hiding out at his apartment. Finkle became so obsessed with
both the loss and Marino that he became insane and was committed to a mental hospital. However, despite
Ace warning Melissa to send extra protection, Marino is still kidnapped. Ace visits Einhorn and explains his
theory: Finkle kidnapped Marino out of revenge due to blaming him for his career having failed. Also, he took
offense to the Dolphins giving Snowflake his jersey number and teaching it to kick a field goal, and
presumably killed Podactor after he found Finkle snooping around. Einhorn compliments him on his findings
with an unexpected kiss, on top of her desk, making Ace ask her to get off, from her gun digging into his hip.
Einhorn tells him to allow the police to finish the job, Ace declines, saying it is his job to find Snowflake.
Later, Emilio informs Ventura that he found a note from Roger Podacter himself regarding a secret romance
between him and Einhorn. Einhorn then radios the police department and implies Ace was the one who
kidnapped both Snowflake and Marino and requests for backup. When the police arrive, Finkle and Ace are
tussled from fighting and Finkle commands the department officers to shoot him. Melissa arrives and holds
Emilio at gunpoint with plans to shoot him if they refuse to hear Ace out. Podacter discovered this during an
earlier rendezvous with Finkle, so he murdered him to protect his secret. After plenty of male officers are in
disgust from unknowingly kissing a man when believed to being female, Finkle attempts to kill Ace, but Ace
subdues him and takes off his ring, a AFC Championship ring missing a stone, cracking the case. Finkle is
then arrested and charged with kidnapping and murder, among other things. Ventura briefly stops fighting
Swoop and smiles as the audience cheers for him.
Chapter 3 : Ace Ventura Pet Detective: The Series Season 1,2,3,4,5 by CBS all Episodes Download
Ace Ventura is on the case to find the Miami Dolphins' missing mascot and quarterback Dan Marino.

Chapter 4 : Ace Ventura: Pet Detective (TV series) - Wikipedia
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Ace Ventura: Pet Detective () cast and crew credits, including actors, actresses, directors, writers and more.

Chapter 5 : Watch Ace Ventura: Pet Detective Online Free - Movies
Ace Ventura Pet Detective: The Series screencaps The viewer is waiting for a fascinating animated series about ACE
Ventura-detective investigating the disappearance of animals. He has an amazing hairstyle in the style of Elvis and
loves bright shirts.

Chapter 6 : Watch Ace Ventura: Pet Detective () Full HD Online
Ace Ventura Pet Detective is on the case to find the Miami Dolphins' missing mascot and quarterback Dan Marino. With
the Super Bowl only two weeks away, will Ace be able to find Snowflake and the missing athletes in time to salvage the
big game?

Chapter 7 : Ace Ventura: Pet Detective Movie Review
The scenes are in chronological order. These are my favorite scenes from Ace Ventura Pet Detective and Ace Ventura
When Nature Calls.

Chapter 8 : Parent reviews for Ace Ventura: Pet Detective | Common Sense Media
"''~"^^Ace Ventura: Pet Detective ' () ~~Â»* ~:W.A.T.C.H. in.H.D.:Â»Â»[ calendrierdelascience.com ]Â«Â«:~++~
Subscribe on #Youtube::~Ace Ventura: Pet Detective.

Chapter 9 : Watch Ace Ventura: Pet Detective HD Online Free |
Parents need to know that Ace Ventura: Pet Detective is a movie in which Jim Carrey plays a strange and obnoxious
detective who specializes in cases involving animals.
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